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Our engineering process is similar in all aspects of our designing and
building. When we encounter an idea or problem that we need to solve, we
first discuss it as a team. Each member contributes anything they have to say
and together we are able to decide on a plan. Then we design whatever idea
we have on onshape, gathering a list of parts and their dimensions. After that
we order the parts. Then, when we receive them, we will assign different
members to their roles, making sure that everyone knows how to do their
task. Each part of the team is collaborative with the others, asking for help
when needed and giving necessary advice.
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Originally, our robot was following a simple, slim design that was made to
fit past the barrier and go around it. During the competition, however, we
recognized that there were several times when driving over the barrier would
be much more effective than trying to squeeze past it each time. Because of
this, we decided to redesign the robot after the scrimmage. The biggest
change was switching the GoBilda wheels out with a tank tread system
instead, so that there would be next to no possible way of getting stuck over
the barrier, and give us the option to go over the barrier during competition
without worry. Because the treads are so wide, we also switched the interior
GoBilda U channels from 5 holes to 4 holes. The arm was also redesignedoriginally, we had something of a horizontal intake, with wheels placed flat on
either side to scoop the shipping elements into the arm and spit them back
out onto the shipping hubs when the arm was placed upright. However, this
design was never finalized before the scrimmage, and we had to work with a
simple claw arm instead. Because of this, we had a lot of room to redesign the
arm, as it was never finished. We ended up sticking with something similar to
the originally proposed design, but we now use a series of vertically- oriented
entrapption stars to scoop up the shipping elements into a wider, 3d printed
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chamber for drop off later on. We also are no longer dedicating a specific part
of the chassis for odometry, and are now using motor-bound encoders
instead to maximize space efficiency. Our new design allows for reliable
movement over barriers, faster input and output for shipping elements, and a
more original robot overall. The only clear expense of this would be losing
strafing with the switch to treads, but it’s a small price to pay for barrier
movement.
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Coding team this year had a lot of updates in the autonomous section.
With a working encoder system, we are able to drive our robot using encoder
with much more consistency. Bernardo, the coding director from team 2827
shared his codes with us. We felt grateful for his help. Upon Bernardo’s code,
Jeff created a function that can tell the robot to go from one point to another
on the field by telling the robot the initial coordinate and the final coordinate,
and we can also tell the robot where to face after reaching the location by
giving an angle respective to the field side wall. (Kind of like a “manual
odometry” system)
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FIRST LEGO League
A couple of our members mentor the FIRST LEGO League community team,
3333. As seasoned veterans of FLL, Daniel and myself, Enoch, wanted to
share our knowledge with the budding engineers of this community FLL team.
Among our members was Daniel, David, John, and Eli. Throughout the weeks,
this group of fidgety kids grew not only as a team, but as individuals,
understanding each other's strong suits with us mentors to actualize their
potential. With this experience, our team, 3587, initially hoped to aid these
aspiring engineers, but it was their team that aided us in becoming engineers
who aspired.

Alliance Club
In robotics, one of our values is inclusiveness. So, we CADed a gender
neutral-bathroom-sign from scratch to label the gender neutral
bathroom in the upper school. Given to Alliance Club to be
decorated and signed, hung on the bathroom wall.

Lower School Tours & Coding
While the Trinity robotics teams have been working in the lab, there have
been a few Lower School tours coming through with classes of third graders
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and sixth graders getting a chance to see what robotics is and how it
operates. Each time, we have given them a demonstration of the robot
construction or driving, as well as some explanation on what we do. On
December 7th, we had a group of sixth grade engineering club students come
by and test out their coding skills with Blockly robots and a difficult challenge
where they had to follow a winding line.
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Hi! We are team 3587, a robotics team dedicated to demonstrating truth,
grace, and beauty through engineering. Team 3587 was created as a sister
team of 2827, as was team 5459. 3587 strives to inspire and imbue future
engineers with confidence and the necessary skills for a bright future in STEM
fields. As a sister company of 2827, we spend much of our time working
separately, but will work to help each other if a severe problem arises.
Our engineering process relies heavily on communication and
experimentation. Our team is committed to creating a robot that is distinctly
ours, while still taking inspiration from others’s creations. Our season was
prefaced by a monumental brainstorming session, which engages all our
minds with the task at hand and expands our communal intellect to grasp
notions singular mortals are incapable of understanding. We then make an
assortment of illustrious illustrations transcribing the concepts of the previous
step.
In early December, we participated in our first scrimmage. While anxious
from feeling under prepared, the Guilford Technical Community College
scrimmage was a wonderful learning opportunity for our team. Seeing
multiple designs and workarounds for problems we ourselves faced, we were
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able to implement new solutions of our own. For example, our biggest
problem was overcoming the tight space between the cargo loading area and/
or overcoming the barrier. The scrimmage displayed multiple teams with
phenomenal solutions, which is a core reason why the barrier no longer poses
a threat to our robot.
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